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AI TOOLS



www.anyword.com

Get more conversions and sales with Anyword. 
Anyword’s powerful predictive analytics tell you what works 

before you go live.



www.asknow.ai

Ask popular people anything and the AI will generate a 
response in their style.



www.audiostrip.co.uk

Near Perfect Instrumental and Vocal Isolation for Free!.



www.bearly.ai

Drop in research papers, pdfs, articles, word docs and more 
to get a thorough summary of the content.



www.beatbot.fm

Al song maker.



www.beatoven.ai

Beatoven.ai uses advanced AI music generation techniques 
to compose unique mood-based music to suit every part of 

your video or podcast.



www.beepbooply.com

Generate text to speech with an AI voice generator. 
Choose from over 900+ voices and create audio content 

with a click.



www.boloforms.com/sheetgod

The AI Tool That Turns English Into Excel Formulas In 
Seconds.



www.chat.openai.com

ChatGPT is a Chatbot that takes instructions from you and 
provides a detailed response.



www.chefgpt.xyz

Al-Powered digital chef that makes meal ideas easy.



www.cleanup.pictures

Remove any unwanted object, defect, people or text from 
your pictures in seconds.



www.cleanvoice.ai

Cleanvoice is an artificial intelligence which removes filler 
sounds, stuttering and mouth sounds from your podcast or 

audio recording.



www.clipdrop.co/remove-background

Remove background online in 1 click.



www.commentreply.ai

Generate thousands of YouTube comments in seconds. 



www.copy.ai

Generate copywriting material for your sales and 
marketing needs.



www.copysmith.ai

Copysmith’s AI content generator makes product 
description writing fast, easy and fun.



www.cutout.pro

Leverage the power of artificial intelligence and computer 
vision to get a wide range of products including image 

background editing and video editing. 



www.openai.com/dall-e-2

DALL·E 2 creates realistic images and art from a text 
description.



www.echo.win

Echowin takes multiple calls at a time, lets you see call 
transcripts in real time and personalizes every response for 

your customers.



www.eightify.app

Eightify summarises youtube videos. All you do is 
provide a link.



www.beta.elevenlabs.io

The most realistic and versatile AI speech software, ever. 
Eleven brings lifelike voices to creators seeking the ultimate 

tools for storytelling.



www.tryellie.com

An email writing assistant that learns from your writing 
style and crafts replies as if they were written by you.



www.endel.io

Personalized soundscapes to help you focus, relax, and 
sleep.



www.fabrie.notion.site

Lets designers create stunning renderings from sketches.



www.fliki.ai

Create videos from scripts or blog posts using realistic 
voices in 2 minutes!.



www.usegalileo.ai

Create delightful designs and UIs 10x faster with simple 
text descriptions.



www.ghostwryter.net

Ghostwryter is specially made for Google Docs. You can 
use it to write your SEO texts, blog posts and other 

marketing content.



www.github.com/features/copilot

Trained on billions of lines of code, GitHub Copilot turns 
natural language prompts into coding suggestions across 

dozens of languages.



www.glean.com

Glean searches across all your company's apps to help you 
find exactly what you need and discover the things you 

should know.



www.hireyay.com

Create engaging job ads with AI and distribute to millions of 
job seekers in one click.



www.hivemindai.com

HiveMind AI connects digital strategy to tactics that drive 
measurable business growth and profitability.



www.figma.com

Convert any website into fully editable Figma designs.



www.igniter.ai

 

Igniter helps you find the right AI tools and resources to get 
the job done faster.



www.illustroke.com

Stunning vector illustration from text prompts.



www.jasper.ai

Jasper AI makes it fast & easy to create content for your 
blog, social media, website, and more!.



www.jenni.ai

Write blogs, essays, or anything else 10x faster with Jenni.



www.kickresume.com

Are you struggling to find the right words for your resume? 
Let artificial intelligence write your resume. 



www.krisp.ai

Krisp’s AI technology removes background voices, noises, 
and echoes from all your calls, giving you peace of mind.



www.convert.leiapix.com

LeiaPix Converter is a free image processing tool that 
enables instant conversion of 2D images into beautiful 3D 

Lightfield images.



www.looka.com

Use Looka's AI-powered platform to design a logo and
build a brand you love.



www.lumen5.com

Automatically turn blog posts into videos or transform 
zoom recordings into captivating clips.



www.midjourney.com

Midjourney uses text to generate to generate images of 
anything you can imagine.



www.moviebot.io

Create, edit, and share Al-generated movies instantly. 



www.murf.ai

Make studio-quality voice overs in minutes. Use Murf’s 
lifelike AI voices for podcasts, videos and all your 

professional presentations.



www.namelix.com

Generate a short, brandable business name using 
artificial intelligence.



www.openread.io

Experience the future with Al-powered interactive papers.



www.otter.ai

Get an AI meeting assistant that records audio, writes 
notes, automatically captures slides, and generates 

summaries.



www.playlistai.app

Create playlists from AI prompts, images, videos, and your 
most-listened-to music.



www.postwise.ai

Craft engaging posts, schedule effortlessly and watch your 
followers grow on Twitter.



www.ai.prodi.gg

Prodigy uses the latest AI to build tools that help software 
engineers build better careers.



www.pfpmaker.com

PROFILE PIC MAKER

Upload your photo to create a professional-looking profile 
picture and a matching background cover.



www.quickchat.ai

QUICKCHAT AI

Technology to build AI Assistants that talk like a Human.



www.quillbot.com

QUILLBOT

Quillbot will rewrite your text. Start by writing or pasting 
something and Quillbot will paraphrase it instantly.



www.quizgecko.com

QUIZGECKO

Make a unique quiz from any text or URL, using AI.



www.hey.reface.ai

REFACE AI

Create videos with your face. Swap your face and 
animate it.



www.remove.bg

REMOVE.BG

Remove Image Background 100% Automatically.



www.repurpose.io

REPURPOSE.IO 

Repurposing and distribution platform for video and audio 
creators.



www.resemble.ai

RESEMBLE.AI

Clone your voice to create human–like voice overs in 
seconds.



www.restorephotos.io

RESEMBLE.AI

Clone your voice to create human–like voice overs in 
seconds.



www.resumeworded.com

RESUME WORDED

Improve your resume and LinkedIn profile with tailored 
feedback from AI. Designed by top recruiters.



www.runwayml.com

RUNWAY

With 30+ AI Magic Tools, real-time video editing, 
collaboration, and more, Runway is your next-generation 

content creation suite.



www.rytr.me

RYTR

A better, faster way to write profile bios, Facebook ads and 
landing page copies. 



www.scalenut.com

SCALENUT

A super platform to simplify your SEO content stack. Build 
topical authority with content strategies & keyword clusters, 

powered by AI.



www.typeset.io

SCISPACE

Your AI Copilot to decode any research paper.



www.secta.ai

SECTA

Secta’s AI Algorithm takes 20-25 of your favorite selfies 
and generates hundreds of professional headshots in 

minutes.



www.simplified.com

SIMPLIFIED

Unleash the power of AI to execute all marketing activities 
including copywriting and video editing.



www.slashdreamer.com

SLASHDREAMER

SlashDreamer generates images with Notion. It adds a new 
command /dream which allows you to write your prompt. 

The generated images will be generated directly below.



www.slidesai.io

SLIDES AI

Let the AI write the outline and presentation content for you. 
With Slides AI, you can easily create professional, engaging 

slides from any text in no time.



www.soundful.com

SOUNDFUL

Leverage the power of AI to generate royalty free 
background music at the click of a button for your videos, 

streams, podcasts and much more.



www.spellbook.legal

SPELLBOOK

Spellbook uses GPT-3 to review and suggest language for 
your contracts, right in Microsoft Word.



www.steno.ai

STENO

Your favourite podcasts, fully transcribed. 
Discover, reference, and read along as you listen.



www.stockimg.ai

STOCKIMG.AI

Design the best stock images with a prompt in seconds.



www.storyd.ai

STORYD

Create data presentations in seconds.



www.stylized.ai

STYLIZED

Upload a raw picture of a product from your phone and 
Stylized will generate a professional product photo. 



www.supercreator.ai

SUPERCREATOR AI

Create short form videos 10x faster using artificial 
intelligence.



www.app.supermeme.ai

SUPERMEME

Turn text into memes using AI.



www.supernormal.com

SUPERNORMAL

Supernormal helps you create amazing meeting notes 
without lifting a finger.



www.synthesia.io

SYNTHESIA

Synthesia is an AI video creation platform. Create videos 
from plain text in minutes.



www.swag-ai.com

SWAGAI

Generates ideas to design your company swag / 
promotional merchandise.  



www.tavus.io

TAVUS

Tavus takes what you record & automatically transform it 
into countless AI-generated videos, customized with unique 

voice variables to each customer.



www.timelyai.com

TIMELYAI 

Next-Gen OS for time: based businesses.



www.beta.tome.app

TOME

Meet Tome, your AI storytelling partner.



www.tribescaler.com

TRIBESCALER

Now, you can ideate and make the most amazing Twitter 
hook in seconds. For the first time ever, a tool that uses an 

AI algorithm for generating irrestistable thread hooks.



www.tutorai.me

TUTOR AI

Learn anything using this AI tutor.



www.typli.ai

TYPLI.AI

The most intuitive A.I Content tool which combines AI 
Writing and an SEO Assistant.



www.uizard.io

UIZARD

Design stunning web apps, wireframes and prototypes in 
minutes. 



www.portrait.vana.com

VANA PORTRAIT

Vana is a generative art studio that can create self-portraits 
of you in infinite styles.



www.vidyo.ai

VIDYO

Make short videos from long ones instantly.



www.waitroom.com

WAITROOM

Waitroom is a revolutionary video meeting tool for remote 
teams. With our modern tech and innovative approach, 
we're here to transform the broken culture of meetings. 



www.webcopilot.co

WEBCOPILOT

Write your Notion pages with AI. Speed up your writing 
process and focus on what matters.



www.whispermemos.com

WHISPER MEMOS

Whisper Memos uses the latest AI technology to turn your 
voice memos into accurate transcripts.



www.windsor.io

WINDSOR

Record one video and use Windsor's AI platform to send 
millions of personalized videos to your customers.



www.wolframalpha.com

WOLFRAM ALPHA

Compute expert-level answers using Wolfram’s 
breakthrough algorithms, knowledge base and 

AI technology.



www.wordai.com

WORDAI

WordAi uses advanced machine learning models to provide 
high quality rewriting that is indistinguishable from human 

content.



www.wordtune.com

WORDTUNE

Wordtune rewords your thoughts but in clear, compelling 
and authentic writing.



www.writemeacoverletter.com

WRITE ME A COVER LETTER

Create a cover letter in seconds using AI.



www.writewithlaika.com

WRITE WITH LAIKA

LAIKA makes the boring parts of writing exciting. LAIKA is a 
creative partner that you train to write like you (or anyone 

you want).



www.writesonic.com/chat

WRITELY

Whether you need to cut down on your words, elaborate 
further or simply rephrase a sentence, Writely can help!.



www.yarnit.app

YARNIT

Reduce time, cost, and complexity of digital content 
creation.



www.yippity.io

YIP

Convert Any Text or Any Website Into A Quiz Automatically.
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